Religion Rubric
Task: ~ Create a

museum exhibit which helps museum guests understand people who practice a different religion.

Name: ___________________________
Advisory: ________________________
Due Date: ________

Date turned in: ________

Gradebook Grades:
Critical Thinking & Problem Solving:
Effective Communication:
Self Direction
F
 or Teacher/Advisor use only

Portfolio Grades:
_______ Practical Application:
_______
_______ Independent Skills:
_______
_______


Portfolio Ready? _______

Critical Thinking & Problem-Solving: Demonstrates content knowledge & applies it to projects/real-world situations.
●
●
●
●
●

Text: All information is correct and thoroughly answers the research question.
Text: All information is 100% written in your own words.
Visuals: Visuals in the exhibit help to answer the research question.
Bibliography: Used at least 2-3 different reliable sources (not all internet sources)
Distinguished Work: Thorough research and comprehension demonstrated on your chosen D work option.

Effective Communication: Responds thoughtfully; expresses ideas clearly through discussions/presentations/writing.
●
●
●
●
●
●

Text: Summary states and answers the research question in a clear and concise manner.
Text: At least 8-10 facts are in the exhibit and clearly explain new concepts to your audience.
Text: Text is well edited with strong mechanics (spelling, capitalization, punctuation, grammar).
Visuals: Exhibit is organized well, with visuals matching up with specific pieces of text.
Visuals: Visuals are well made and engage viewers in an interesting or interactive manner.
Distinguished Work: Clear writing and organization are evident on your chosen D work option.

Self-Direction (KDE Independent Skills): Engages in class, takes initiative and responsibility, utilizes opportunities
for revisions, seeks help when needed, & demonstrates independence. Completes work on time.
●
●
●
●
●
●

Meeting Deadlines: Finished exhibit on time.
Bibliography: Cited at least 2-3 sources using the correct format.
Attention to Detail: All aspects of the assignment are complete (notes, exhibit, summary, etc.)
Attention to Detail: All aspects of the assignment are done carefully, polished, and edited well.
Focus: Used class time productively and didn’t distract peers.
Distinguished Work: D work option demonstrates strong attention to detail and was completed well.
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Polish (Teacher will circle feedback)

Praise (Teacher will circle feedback)
Research: You did a
great job focusing on
your question and
getting detail in your
answer!

Research: You did
awesome with
integrating different
information you learned
from several sources!

Bibliography: You
went above and
beyond the 2-3
required sources.

Research: Go back to
your sources and make
sure that all of your
information is correct.
Check your facts for
accuracy.

Bibliography: Make
sure you include at least
2-3 sources. At least
one of these sources
should not be an
Internet source.

Bibliography: Your
bibliography isn’t in
the correct format -see organizer to
review.

Text: You did a great
job explaining your
ideas in your own
way!

Text: The summary
and/or each fact was
concise and helped
answer the main
question!

Text: All of your
information is correct.
It’s clear you spent a
lot of time on your
research!

Text: Your summary
was either too long or
not detailed enough to
concisely answer the
research question.

Text: Go back and add
more detail so that your
answer to the question
is more thorough.

Organization: You
were missing a
required section:

Visuals: Visuals in the
exhibit are very
creatively made!

Visuals: Visuals in the
exhibit are really clear,
and help to answer the
research question!

Visuals: Visuals in the
exhibit tell a clear
story and are fun for
viewers to explore!

Text: Some of your text
is copied from a source
word for word. Go back
and make sure it’s
100% your own voice.

Attention to Detail:
You need to spend
more time editing and
polishing so that your
exhibit looks
professional.

Visuals: All visuals
should represent
symbols, meanings,
beliefs or objects from
your assigned
religion.

Other Praise:

Other Polish:

Distinguished Work:
Topic Options:
● In your exhibit, compare two religions on the same theme.
● In a separate exhibit or other presentation format:
○ Explain the basics of a religion not studied yet
(such as Taoism, Sikhism, Paganism, etc.)
○ Introduce a religious person that you’ve met (or
want to meet) or a religious place you have visited
(or want to visit)

Presentation format options:
● Poster
● Blog entry
● Video
● Board game
● Interactive Exhibit

For all D work, you should...
● Get your topic and presentation format
approved ahead of time
● Research from multiple sources, such as
personal interview, websites, books, etc.
● Attention to detail
● Correctly cited bibliography

